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Maverick Storm is a lion shifter, but he is also a monster. For the better part of nineteen years he was a hit
man for some of the most ruthless shifters in the world. He is a cold blooded killer, and without remorse. But
that isn't him anymore. He is trying to live a normal life, but it seems fate has other plans, especially when
his mate is the daughter of his enemy.

Kettah Milokov is a Pallas's cat shifter, and the daughter of the biggest Russian shifter mafia boss in
America. Her life is not her own, and so she leaves, but can't escape when she runs into her mate, Maverick.
But he is a heartless killer, and the male nightmares are made of. But Maverick must protect her when she is
found, and that means he will have to unleash his lion to keep her safe, and kill his enemy.
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From Reader Review A Kitty in the Lion's Den for online ebook

Alarna Martin says

DNF. Bad bad book. >:(

The BookChick says

This one wasn't a favorite in the Sweet Water series. Maverick was a big strong, gruff alpha like he was in
the other stories when he appeared. Kettah was unssuming and strong in her own way. But, something about
the two of them together just didn't work for me. I can't quite articulate it but my feelings of hesitation are
more so about Kettah than Maverick. She just didn't sell the story like the other Sweet Water heroines did.
Notwithstanding, this was still an enjoyable read overall.

Rochelle says

Well, well, well Maverick Stone....how delicious is he.....very!!! I loved Maverick & Kettah's story.
Maverick is damaged and has had a hard & lonely upbringing with no regards for anyone. Then he meets
Kettah his mate, who has also had a hard life and is on the run. With each other to lean on, Maverick learns
what love is and Kettah stops running. I really loved this story, it's my favourite of the series so far!!!

Angie says

This book had action and suspense. Kettah was on the run from her father and accidentally found Maverick.
Maverick kept to himself, because of his past. This guy was all kinds of alpha! Kettah was such a sweet girl.
These two were great together.

Puna says

It was better then I expected. I had to wait a while until I had forgotten how much I disliked the second book
in the series before starting this one. Why the books all have to have the hero being 'serviced' by some bar
whore at some point in the books is a mystery to me, at adds nothing to the story.

Krystle says

I liked this so much better than the first two books in the series. This was a pair that held my total attention.
The smutty part was so ??????????



K.L. Donn says

This is the book I had looked most forward to in the series and I must say I was not dissapointed! Kettah was
the perfect female for Mavricks antihero character. She was scared but incredibly fierce and the perfect soft
touch for what Maverick needed. 10 out of 5 stars for me! Well done Jenika!!!

Leannie Ly says

3.5

Lisa says

I like this series but to be honest they're too short to justify their cost. Books of this length should be $1.99 at
the most. So until they come down in price I probably won't buy another in the series.

Margaret says

Maverick Storm is a lion shifter, but he is also a monster. For the better part of nineteen years he was a
hitman for some of the most ruthless shifters in the world. He is a cold-blooded killer without remorse. But
that isn't him anymore. He is trying to live a normal life, but it seems fate has other plans, especially when
his mate is the daughter of his enemy.

Kettah Milokov is a Palla's Cat shifter, and the daughter of the biggest Russian mafia boss in America. Her
life is not her own, so she leaves, but can't escape when she runs into her mate, Maverick. He is a heartless
killer, and the male nightmares are made of—or so she first believes. Maverick must protect her when she is
found, and that means he will have to unleash his lion to keep her safe, and kill his enemy.

April says

Great story here, it is very detailed and takes you into their world. I love this series and seeing the supporting
characters get HEA after finding out their back stories.

The story this time was very interesting, it just could have used a touch more suspense. It was easy to see
where things were headed, still entertaining though. I really would have liked to hear more about the shifter
mafia.

Maverick is a character I was interested in from the first book he popped up in, I think it was fighting one of
the Wylde bears. I loved the idea of this ultimate bad boy lion shifter. He is quite delicious, a touch of dirty
talk, could have been more.



Kettah is a sweetheart, with a hidden core of strength. She was very sheltered and innocent. I loved her
cooking even though she had never spent any time in a kitchen. She is a perfect march to all her mate's
hardness.

This is an erotic romance, but there is a surprising lack of steam. Do not get me wrong, there are a couple
really smexy scenes. They are wickedly delicious in all their glorious detail, just too few of them. Once the
couple did the deed the story progressed quickly, this kind of skipped the steamy playtime I am sure they
had.

I am totally invested in this series, but there is one theme I am not in love with. Every book has a scene
where the hero has meaningless sex with a one night stand. I get that it is meant to show how they have been
players and how they change when they meet their mate. But is is something that annoys me every time. I am
very happy these events happen prior to the mating, but they are a distraction and color the guys in a bad
light.

Nancy says

Way to go Maverick (Marick)!
Enjoying this series.

Cheryl (Gwyneiira's Book Blog) says

Despite being short (100 pages), it is very detailed and satisfying! Let's just say they jump right into yummy
raunchy steamy sex at the start. I love this series and seeing the supporting characters get their own HEA as
well as learning more about them and their back stories <3

Maverick is one bad ass lion shifter, very unlike our typical heros. He is one hunk of man and a dirty talker.
If only Jenika notched up the dirty talk a little bit more. It would've been even more yummy. Kettah is a
sweetheart but not a pushover. She's very likable. I love how Maverick becomes softer in the presence of
Kettah <3 Toooo cute!

I would love it more if it was longer, with a touch more suspense and steamy scenes. There's hot steamy sex
but after mating, the story progresses quickly and no more steam. That's always the problem with short
stories...They just leave you wanting more.

Romancing the Book says

Reviewed by Crystal
Book provided by the publisher for review
Review originally posted at Romancing the Book

The title of this book was so intriguing and I loved the cover. I would like to know who wouldn’t want a man
like that?



Maverick Storm has been hiding for six years. He used to be one of the greatest hit man. He never hurt
anyone that didn’t deserve it. That is until one night he was going to have to kill a woman and her children.
He knew he couldn’t do it. His Lion always loved the sport in the killing and there was no other feeling like
that. He now has a garage and he changed his name and everything about himself. He always thought he
would be alone until he runs into his mate.

Kettah Milokov knows all the bad things that her dad does to people. She feels guilt over it because she
never helps them. She listens to all the screaming coming from downstairs. That’s how it is when your dad is
the leader of the mob. Kettah thinks she is weak and will never be like the males of her pack. That is until
she is rescued one night and finds out that he is her mate. She knows she can never stay with him.

I’m trying to think of the best way to write this review. I haven’t had the chance to read a lot of Jenika
Snow’s books but I am getting more into them. Who wouldn’t want a shifter book about a lion and a cat
mating? I will be the first to raise my hand. I knew that once these two were together for a while that the
sexual tension would get to be too strong and they would give into their urges. This was a great book and the
author did a great job with her characters and I was really hoping that this story would be real.

I will warn you that there is some rough sex and anal play. It wasn’t enough to draw me away but it would
for some people. Doing things out of the ordinary is what I think makes a book more unique and the readers
get more into it. I was hooked from the first page. I wanted this story to go on for days but sadly it had to
end. I will be going and seeing what other books of hers that I haven’t read.

Eva Millien says

This riveting addition to the Sweet Water series keeps readers shivering in anticipation and delight. While I
really wish the story had been longer, the author put a lot of story into such a short book and I was captivated
from the very beginning. She brought the characters personalities to vibrant life, I could almost feel the
danger oozing from Maverick as his part of the story came to life and Kettah had such a sweet innocent air
about her despite her family life that it was easy to get caught up in the story.

See my full review at:

http://www.nightowlreviews.com/v5/Rev...


